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Dates for Your Diary 
Almeley Meeting for Worship for Business 
Thursday March 4th.  10:30 
Thursday May 6th.  10:30 
There is no Business Meeting scheduled for April. 

Area Meeting for Worship for Business 
Saturday 13th March. 
Saturday 15th May. 
There is no Business Meeting scheduled for April. 

Area Meeting for Worship 
Sunday  7th Febuaru 11:00 
Sunday18th April. 11:00 
They will be in place of our Local Meeting for Worship 

Yearly Meeting Gathering 
31 July - 8 August 2021, Online. 

At present all Meetings are via Zoom 

Absent Friends 
Kate Binney reports that Basil Hobby has had his sec-

ond injection and is well. 

Special Interest Groups 

At Southern Marches Area Meeting held on the 26th Jan-
uary, Peter Hussey outlined the development of special 
interest groups for Quakers in the four Area Meetings 
linked to Meeting of Friends in Wales. The Truth and 
Integrity group is developing the work done by South-
ern Marches Area Meeting in 2019 and is looking at so-
cial media. Friends with interest in any of the groups are 
encouraged to contact Peter at 
‘tyolaf@protonmail.com’ 

The special interest groups are: 

Peace and Education.  

Truth and Integrity. 

Environment and Economic Justice. 

SMAM Sustainability group. 

BAME, migrancy and sanctuary. 

Transport and Technology. 

The Truth and Integrity group plan a meeting on the 5th 
February at 2pm.  They are working to create a process 
of conversations with individuals and organisations that 
have a particular experience related to truth and integ-
rity. 

There will be a viewing and discussion based on the film 
"The Social Dilemma" The viewing will be Thursday 4th 
March, 6pm and the discussion Sunday March 7th at 
2pm. 

The Social Dilemma is available on Netflix. It is an Amer-
ican docudrama and It explores the rise of social me-
dia and the damage it has caused to society, focusing on 
its exploitation, control and manipulation of its users for 
financial gain through surveillance, capitalism and data 
acquisition. It also touches on the issue of fake news 
and how it influences people’s decisions. 

The Transport and Technology group have sent in sub-
missions to both the English and Welsh Transport de-
carbonisation studies.  

Peter Hussey 

Covid-19 
Dr Kit Byatt has kindly agreed to act as ‘professional’ 
pandemic response adviser to our meeting. In his most 
recent advice to us he has explained that although out-
doors transmission is much lower than indoors, never-
theless because the virus can be transmitted by aerosol 
as well as by droplets, if the air is relatively still (i.e. not 
windy) we are still potentially at some risk if gathered 
in proximity for over about 15 minutes. 

Kit likened the mechanism of the virus transmission 
this way to the way in which cigarette smoke lingers in 
the air and can be smelled long after smoking has fin-
ished. 

We are monitoring this and also the lock down rules 
and look forward to the day when we can meet face to 
face again.  

mailto:tyolaf@protonmail.com
mailto:tyolaf@protonmail.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix


Margaret (Maggie) White 

“... not be a death but completeness” 

This quotation from Rabindranath Tagore’s poem Peace 
which ended Maggie White’s burial ceremony seems a very 
suitable one.  

Maggie had left copious notes for how she wished her funer-

al to take place which proved helpful for both close family 

and Friends entrusted to arrange it. While we could go along 

with them in spirit, because of our present climate with in-

fections, restrictions etc. it was not possible in its entirety. 

Her desire for a memorial meeting in the Meeting House and a Quaker tea afterwards will have to be something to 

look forward to, to say thank you for a life well led! 

But we tried to keep to her wish for simplicity with regard to the burial. 

The family selected readings from Quaker faith and Practice and felt that silence in the Quaker manner would be 

pleasing to Maggie.  This was the plan: readings interspersed with silence and John Gibbs’s poem written for Ken 

Hutchinson, and slightly altered to be apt for Maggie, was read by a family member as others ceremonially lifted 

Maggie’s simple wicker coffin into the grave. 

When we had arrived at the Meeting House, the rain of the day before had cleared and the sun shone. However it 

was very windy and there was a chill in the air. We were all ready though to start at 2:00 p.m. 

Only 4 family members were expected but the 2 coming from Manchester got held up just a few miles from Alme-

ley by flooding,  Because of lack of signals from Almeley, phone communication proved difficult! It was, in fact, just 

after 2.30 when they arrived and we could start.  The wind had died down now and the sun felt warm. When the 

ceremony was completed we reminisced a little and Maggie’s daughter-in-law, Carrie, reminded us that Maggie 

had specified on her funeral wishes form that she would like her burial to begin at just that time!  

Maggie – We bow to you and hold up our lamps to light you on your way. 

Stella Sterry 

“Peace, my heart, let the time for parting be sweet.” 

Rabindranath Tagore   
As well as a grave side funeral there was a concurrent online Zoom funeral Meeting. This was to enable members 

of Maggie’s family and Ffriends who were unable to attend the graveside due to travel restrictions and limitations 

on the numbers to take part to say farewell to her. Thirty four people joined in on Zoom and came from far and 

wide. 

12 from Almeley. 

5 from our AM. 

1 from another AM. 

10 friends /family for the whole time . 

Plus 6 friends /family who joined during the Zoom Meeting. 

The readings interspersed with silence, followed the same format as the funeral. Afterwards several of those present shared 

memories of Maggie.  



I have been increasingly concerned 
about refugee matters over the past 
three years since getting to know the 
Alabdullah family. I have become in-
volved with a group of Quakers in 
South Wales who are supporting the 
nearly two hundred young men 
transferred to the Army's Penally 

training camp near Tenby. There has been much criti-
cism by local people and agencies, including the police. 
Having spoken to one of the men from the camp, who 
was articulate, intelligent and measured, I have no 
doubts that the Home Office's 'hostile environment' is 
alive and kicking, metaphorically, at least.  

Brecon LQM have been active in supporting County of 
Sanctuary, Pembrokeshire—mainly by collecting mon-
ey and potentially useful everyday items such as cloth-
ing and shoes, toiletries, etc. There is also a need to 
fund interpreters for those camp residents who have 
not yet had any legal advice and so are not yet eligible 
for legal aid, but who might need assessments of their 
vulnerability and hence suitability — or not! — to re-
main in the camp. Some colleagues of mine are trying 
to establish a mechanism to support this with volun-
teer or donation-funded interpreters. If you wish to 
support any of these initiatives, please don't hesitate 
to get in touch with me and I can share more details 
with you. 

I have also become actively involved on Twitter with 
trying to dispel misleading posts about the pandemic. 
Trying to keep up with the medical advances over the 
past eight months or so has kept my grey cells busy, 
and I have got into the habit of tweeting a chart of the 
England hospital admissions and ICU patient numbers 
data each day as a gauge of how things are going. I can 
only encourage you to continue taking care with hand 
hygiene and social distancing until you (and most of 
the population!) have been vaccinated. 

At the same time, the Pity of War working group has 
successfully launched the charity, and we are looking 
forward to some exciting new developments. We al-
ready have raised over £2,000, which is a brilliant start 
to our endeavours! 

Being caught up with these matters, and a number of 
others, has kept me very busy, but it has been wonder-
ful to have the weekly oasis of calm of Almeley's virtual 
MfW to give me a fixed, and peaceful, anchor around 
which the weekly chaos happens. I have also met, and/
or got to know much better, several members of the 
Meeting this way, and saved a lot of petrol ( I think I 
have filled up my tank four times so far this year!), and 
consequent carbon dioxide production — every cloud 
has its silver lining, let's hope it bodes well for 2021, 
we certainly need something positive to look forward 
to! 

 

In Ffriendship & love 

Kit Byatt 

Privilege  

As some of you may know, Jeff and I were lucky enough 
to spend a couple of months as volunteers in South Af-
rica, soon after the end of apartheid. We lived in an iso-
lated rural black location with a community who were 
struggling to fully understand the opportunities and 
challenges that being a rainbow nation would mean.  
  We were cared for and disproportionally respected by 
those with whom we were working and the wonderful 
friends we made there changed our lives forever. 

  We had no transport and one Saturday decided to take 
the local bus to the local town. We were in interesting 
company – families, livestock, men who had been drink-
ing from dawn and some Nuns who held the intoxicated 
in check!  The town was the equivalent of our small 
market towns and we loved it, especially the hardware 
stores, but the longer we were there, the more we real-
ised how conspicuous we were. 

  Having been surrounded by friendly faces since we 
arrived, we were slow to realise that not only were we 
conspicuous but we were not universally welcome and 
before long we were aware that we were being fol-
lowed by a group of rather threatening youths. 

I tell this story in the light of the Black Lives Matter 
campaign. We have an annual letter from a Quaker 
friend who we met in South Africa and who has an 
adopted black granddaughter who is now 15 and lives 
in Exeter and who has written a deeply moving thesis 
which she nailed to the doors of neighbours, and it 
reached the Police, The Friend and Radio Devon.  

“You might not know how it feels to be a member of an 
ethnic minority who is easily identified in a crowd. You 
might not know how it feels to be given weird looks in 
shops. You might not know the anxiety you experience 
when people walk past you whispering racist remarks 
and grinning. If you don’t know how any of these things 
feel then you have privilege, white privilege.” 

Yes, we had white privilege and were soon safely back 
with our friends in Kamastone and yes, we had white 
privilege and in a few weeks were on a plane home. 
And yes, we have white privilege today in everything 
we do. We didn’t ask for it and we don’t always want it 
but it is ours and with every privilege comes responsi-
bility so the question remains, what are we going to do 
with it? 

Carey Glyn-Jones 

https://www.itv.com/news/wales/2020-10-23/first-minister-calls-for-penally-asylum-seeker-camp-to-close-as-quickly-as-possible
https://www.itv.com/news/wales/2020-10-23/first-minister-calls-for-penally-asylum-seeker-camp-to-close-as-quickly-as-possible
https://pembrokeshire.cityofsanctuary.org/
https://pembrokeshire.cityofsanctuary.org/


Ministry on the role of ‘brokenness’ in our lives together 
10th January 2021 

Dear Friends, on one of our Sunday Zoom meetings we had ministry that we all thought was worth sharing.  

Mic started us off by reading this from  

Quaker Faith and Practice, 10.22. 

Part of the creative experience of a community is learning how to deal with conflict when it arises, and 
Friends are not usually good at this. ‘Speaking the truth in love’ is a Quaker cliché, but ‘papering over the 
cracks’ is the principle more commonly acted upon. Conflict met in ‘brokenness’ of spirit can take a meet-
ing a long way on its spiritual journey, whereas unresolved it deadens the life. We are a small Society. 
Clashes have always arisen, just as they arise in any family group. In one sense the members of a family 
know each other too well, in another sense not well enough. It is impossible to impress one’s relations, but 
they can be a great stand-by in time of need, and it is then that they come to know each other better, if the 
bond is strong enough. 

Joan Fitch, 1980 

Initially I was really puzzled by this section: “Conflict met in ‘brokenness’ of spirit can take a meeting a long way on 
its spiritual journey …”, I took it to mean broken in the sense of damaged or faulty. That left me wondering ‘How 
can a damaged spirit help in our relationship struggles?’ until it dawned on me that in this case ‘broken’ didn’t 
mean damaged, but broken open. That made all the difference to my understanding, and led on to two more re-
membered quotes ‘Blessed are the cracked for they let in the light’, and a line from a Mary Oliver poem ‘Peonies’ – 
‘This morning … the peonies are getting ready to break my heart’. 

Stella told us that her daughter, Giselle, has developed the skill of making mosaics during lockdown. She has made 
some beautiful works with tiny broken pieces, including using a favourite broken plate from a friend’s mother and 
returning it to her friend as a gift, which she was moved to tears by. 

John shared that disagreement with, and criticism by, some colleagues had left him feeling broken, but that bro-
kenness and weakness made him think: ‘When I am weak then I am strong. When I am weak I can learn, and move 
forward, whereas when I feel strong I can give way to pride, and get stuck.’  

Anne spoke to us about how being ‘broken-hearted’ is a precondition for fruitful 
repair and real connection.  

Kit told us about the Japanese potter’s art of Kintsugi of mending broken pottery 
with glue mixed with gold. The intention behind it is to treat breakage and repair 
as part of the history of the object, rather than something to disguise. It is an act 
of embracing the flawed or imperfect and celebrating the value of the signs of 
wear from the object’s use. 
In warm friendship,  

Maggie Taylor-Sanders 

On a chilly Winter morning in 

December Almeley Friends 

gathered outside in the 

Meeting House burial ground 

for Meeting for Worship.  

Everybody was well wrapped 

up against the cold and two 

fire pits were lit. They had 

little effect against the chill 

but were a wonderful centre 

for our circle.  The whole 

event was an uplifting and 

spiritual  experience watched 

over  by a lone Pigeon 

perched high up in a tree. 



From Home to Hay. 

Walking down Gipsy Castle Lane 

there are opportunities 

to notice everyday things 

that breathe God into me. 

Dead flower stalks rimed with lacy frost,  

birds in a shrubbery 

that chatter and scuffle in the leaves. 

They breathe God into me    

Young mother laughing with her child, 

Who both smile and acknowledge me. 

Such contact, even when standing apart 

can breathe God into me. 

Blown by a fitful breath of wind 

the tousled branches of a tree 

etched against a winter sky 

will breathe God into me. 

Such everyday things the spirit lift 

with quiet simplicity. 

A routine walk, familiar sights 

do all breathe God in me. 

Janet Robinson 

The Possibilities of Peace 

Education: Evidence and  

Opportunities  

The Quaker Council for European Affairs (QCEA) and 

Quaker Peace and Social Witness (QPSW) have the 

pleasure to invite you to their conference "The Possibil-

ities of Peace Education: Evidence and Opportuni-

ties" which will take place online in the afternoons of 

20-21-22 May 2021.  

The aim of the conference is to explore how education 

can sow the seeds of sustainable peace and heal divi-

sions in post-conflict settings, drawing inspiration from 

a long Quaker tradition of peace education work. We 

will also discuss how Peace Education could become 

mainstreamed in EU and national policies at a time of 

increased polarisation. 

Further information is available on the provisional pro-

gramme.  

The conference is open to Friends from across Europe, 

and we particularly encourage those with a relevant 

professional background or experience to join us in 

May. 

We will send the Zoom link closer to the conference 

date.  

Be sure to RSVP by April 30  using this link if you are 

interested in participating. 

More details on the project are available at this link.  

Early reflections from a novice trustee 
I feel both humbled and honoured in being appointed to serve as a trustee for Southern Marches Area Quaker 
Meeting (SMAQM) for the next triennium. Discussions about my new role started in early summer 2020 and I en-
rolled with Woodbrooke for an online course for new trustees. I feel Woodbrooke has some way to go in develop-
ing online courses but, although at times I felt I was doing a series a series of comprehension tests, the course 
deepened my understanding of the wide scope of the role and of the requirements of the Charity Commission.  

As you know, from the Area Meeting (AM) minutes of last year, we are in a transition process over the next three 
years while plans to move towards the four AMs which serve Wales and the Southern Marches and Meeting for 
Friends in Wales becoming one charity with one set of trustees are further developed and evaluated. This is a sig-
nificant part of the move towards making things simpler and avoiding duplication of effort. 

I have become one of three trustees who are new to the role. It is to our great advantage that Jeff Beatty has re-
mained a trustee and will guide and coach us as the convenor.  Morag Sinton, the new AM treasurer, has also be-
come a trustee. Under the new arrangements we are also joined by three trustees from AMs in Wales - thus AM 
trustee body consists of eight trustees.  

It is an exciting and daunting time and I am amazed by the range of responsibilities Trustees undertake in their work 
for AM. Early on I realised I will be working on aspects that will stretch my skills and require some fast track gains of 
knowledge. However, it’s also clear that we will work as a team and gain much from the colleagues joining us from 
Wales. Three of the trustees from SMAQM have joined Welsh AMs as trustees. I am now a trustee for Mid Wales 
and have already enjoyed joining  their Area Meeting.  

Helen Briggs   

https://qcea.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=77b7321d83634402dc702cf0e&id=aae1f2d8e4&e=47e3ac76e1
https://qcea.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=77b7321d83634402dc702cf0e&id=aae1f2d8e4&e=47e3ac76e1
https://qcea.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=77b7321d83634402dc702cf0e&id=cb947a9eef&e=47e3ac76e1
https://qcea.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=77b7321d83634402dc702cf0e&id=901c6cad0a&e=47e3ac76e1


Laws of the Universe? By John Titley 

Imagine, a curious Higgs Bosun cheerily walking along the high street. Passing a church, he decided to pop 

in and see what was happening. Inside, the Higgs Bosun found a priest and several people holding a ser-

vice. As he was about to sit down, the priest caught sight of the Higgs Bosun and became very annoyed, 

‘Get out, get out’ he cried, ‘Leave my church immediately! ‘ The Higgs Bosun was incredibly sad to be 

treated in this way and left the church reluctantly, pausing only to say, ‘Have it your way, but you can’t 

have Mass without me.’ (I know, the old ones are always the best.) When I was at school I was taught, like 

other children, the first law of thermo-dynamics which states, ‘Matter and energy cannot be created or 

destroyed only transformed.’ Mass is a form of energy. Many Theists pose the Cosmological argument 

claiming that something cannot come out of nothing in the natural world, proffering the claim that a su-

per-natural explanation is required. Further, there are many Theists who will say that the first law proves 

that there must be a source for all matter and energy in the universe, claiming the biblical ‘God’ as the 

source. This is speculation. Accepting a belief that is based simply on speculation as true is the foundation 

of all modern religions and is called belief through faith. Using scientific methodology, we can now test 

many of the commonly held belief systems used by those who rely on faith for devising a world view, and 

when we do so we find virtually all those belief systems fall far short of truth Even to accept that the uni-

verse required a ‘prime mover’, or an originating entity raises problems, as there is no evidence to sup-

port any of the characteristics required of a ‘God’. There is no reason why a ‘Creator’ should be intelligent 

or have any sort of consciousness whatsoever. Why should that ‘God/Creator’ be like any described by 

the religions of the world? Why would any originating force be supernatural or spiritual in the first place? 

An originating agent or force could just as well be an event that involves the physical laws of the universe. 

I believe it is fair to say that the definition of a ‘God’ by religious folk will involve consciousness and intelli-

gence, characteristics not currently associated with natural forces. However, since the discovery of the 

Higgs Bosun, and the weird behaviour of particles in Quantum Physics, there are other theories to consid-

er. It seems to me that we humans have questions we are loathed to think about trying answer, spending 

much thought and effort in avoiding them. Why do we want to believe in a supernatural being, a ‘God’ in 

the first place? In ancient times perhaps, it supplied answers to people who were as intelligent as we are 

but lacked our world view. Yet even today, we have a ‘Superman’, ‘Captain Marvel’, ‘Wonder Woman’, 

‘Captain America’, ‘Iron Man’ fixation in pop culture which maybe supplying our deep-seated belief that 

we need to be saved from some unspecified ‘something’. Ourselves perhaps? Humankind is special. Hu-

mankind is exceptional is it not? We are sentient beings, there must be an overarching reason for us to 

exist. We cannot be insignificant, can we? Well Friends. In my opinion we are insignificant – completely. 

Set against the sheer age, scale and size of a universe which is utterly beyond our comprehension and im-

agination; currently the diameter of the universe is estimated to be 91 Billion light years and may well be 

infinite. We exist for milliseconds. So, do we throw up our hands and despair? Absolutely not. In the brief 

time we exist we can exploit our human characteristics. We have choices. We can choose to hate, to be 

greedy, to be violent, to be avaricious, to be self-centred, to be cruel – or we can choose to love, to empa-

thise, to care, one for another, to make life as enjoyable as possible for everyone, to prevent injustice. We 

must respect our brief time here. We must respect this beautiful, rocky planet we call home.  

‘You can’t take heat from a colder to a hotter. 

You can try if you like, but you’d far better notter’  

The 2nd law of thermo-dynamics (sort of).  


